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Kidney stones (also called renal stones or urinary stones) are small, hard deposits that form in one or both kidneys; the

stones are made up of minerals or other compounds found in urine. Kidney stones vary in size, shape, and color.
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1. Introduction

To be cleared from the body (or "passed"), the stones need to travel through ducts that carry urine from the kidneys to the

bladder (ureters) and be excreted. Depending on their size, kidney stones generally take days to weeks to pass out of the

body.

Kidney stones can cause abdominal or back pain (known as renal colic). Renal colic usually begins sporadically but then

becomes constant and can lead to nausea and vomiting. The site of pain can change as the stone moves through the

urinary tract. Some small stones pass through the kidney and urinary tract with little discomfort, while larger ones can

block the flow of urine and impair kidney function. Kidney stones can also result in blood in the urine (hematuria) or kidney

or urinary tract infections. Unusually large stones or stones that are difficult to pass can be medically removed.

Although there are many types of kidney stones, four main types are classified by the material they are made of. Up to 75

percent of all kidney stones are composed primarily of calcium. Stones can also be made up of uric acid (a normal waste

product), cystine (a protein building block), or struvite (a phosphate mineral). Stones form when there is more of the

compound in the urine than can be dissolved. This imbalance can occur when there is an increased amount of the

material in the urine, a reduced amount of liquid urine, or a combination of both.

People are most likely to develop kidney stones between ages 40 and 60, though the stones can appear at any age.

Research shows that 35 to 50 percent of people who have one kidney stone will develop additional stones, usually within

10 years of the first stone.

2. Frequency

In the United States, 9 percent of women and 19 percent of men develop kidney stones in their lifetime. Caucasians are

more likely to develop kidney stones than African Americans.

3. Causes

Genetic changes can increase the risk of developing kidney stones, often acting in combination with a variety of

environmental and lifestyle factors. Most genes involved in the condition are important for transmitting chemical signals

from outside cells to inside cells or transporting materials in and out of cells. These processes help regulate the levels of

various materials within cells, including the minerals and compounds that make up kidney stones. Changes in these

genes can alter the levels of these materials in cells, leading to an imbalance of minerals and compounds in urine. As a

result, the likelihood of stone formation increases.

A key factor that contributes to the development of kidney stones is too little water in the body (dehydration). When a

person is dehydrated, they excrete less water in their urine, so the urine becomes concentrated with minerals and

compounds that can cluster to form stones. Eating certain foods, such as animal proteins or foods high in sodium, can

increase the likelihood of developing stones. A diet deficient in calcium can increase levels of other substances that cause

stone development in individuals who have a history of kidney stones. Additionally, people who take certain medications,

such as diuretics, which help remove water and salt from the body through urine, or calcium antacids, which treat

indigestion by neutralizing stomach acids, are more likely to develop kidney stones.



In most cases, kidney stones occur without any other health issues. However, some people develop kidney stones as part

of another condition. About half of people who develop calcium stones have high levels of calcium in the urine

(hypercalciuria). Hypercalciuria often runs in families. Some other health conditions that increase the risk of kidney stones

include obesity, type 2 diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease (abnormal inflammation of the intestinal walls), gout

(abnormal inflammation in the joints caused by high levels of uric acid in the blood), hyperparathyroidism (overactivity of

the parathyroid glands), renal tubular acidosis (kidney dysfunction that leads to too much acid in the blood), and recurrent

urinary tract infections.

3.1. The genes associated with Kidney stones

CASR

FGF23

KL

VDR

4. Inheritance

The inheritance pattern of kidney stones is unclear. Overall, the risk of developing this condition is greater for individuals

who have a close relative (such as a parent or sibling) with the condition as compared to the general public.

5. Other Names for This Condition

calculus of kidney

calculus, kidney

calculus, renal

kidney calculi

kidney stone

nephrolith

nephrolithiasis

renal calculi

renal calculus

renal lithiasis

renal stones

urinary stones

urolithiasis
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